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Dear Chestnut Parents

With this online guide the staff and I welcome you to

Chestnut Montessori at Home. This guide provides you with an overview of

Montessori Theory and practice as used in our program.

 

In the development of Chestnut Montessori At Home, I was

mindful of the Sensitive Periods of children and the Fundamental Needs of Humans

to provide a course which fulfills those developmental needs.

 

Please read the information in time  for you to prepare your child ‘s learning  environment .

Each August, Montessori Teachers spend about  one week preparing their classrooms for

arriving children. You will not need  that much time, yet a special  space for your children

with all the supplies well organized will support their independence.

 

 

 

 

 
Sincerely,
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Human tendencies, within each individual, assist humans to survive and adapt to
their own particular environment.

To meet the needs of the young child learning online it is important to keep in
mind the Sensitive Periods of the First Plane of Development and the Needs of
Humans, listed below.

VISUAL CHART

  Sensitive Periods                                                 Human Tendencies
    - Order                                                                                 - Order                                                                    

    - Movement                                                                        - Orientation                                                              

    - Social aspect of life                                                          - Exploration

    - Refinement of senses                                                     - Communication                      

     - Small objects                                                                   - Activity

     - Writing                                                                              - Manipulation

     - Reading                                                                             - Work

     - Music                                                                                 - Repetition

     - Math                                                                                  - Exactness

     - Orientation                                                                       - Abstraction

     - Language development                                                  - Self-perception

     - Sensory Learning                                                            

“The only sign of the onset of the sensitive period is the child’s smile “

Maria Montessori
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“Our goal is not so much the importing of knowledge
as the unveiling and developing of a spiritual energy”

Maria Montessori

We will look at the Montessori Triad, focusing on the Child first.

Montessori Triad

Child

Prepared Environment Prepared Teacher
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THE CHILD LEARNING ONLINE AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

We used children ages 4-10 as a guide in determining: 

• Curriculum
• Sequence of delivery
• Length of activities
• Sensitive periods

We will include motor development as it is  the foundation for learning. The
lessons listed below may be introduced during group activities or as needed
by individual students.

Gross Motor Activities

• Brain Gym Exercises
• Walk Criss-cross
• Walk Backwards
• Sidestep
• Jump across on one foot, two
feet
• Walk Heel-toe
• Activity Cube
• Balance on one foot, on tip toe
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• Tracing sheets – 2 fingers
• Small bowl of pom-poms to explore, sort by size or
color
• Sponge squeezing
• Washcloth squeezing
• Folding laundry
• Sorting 6 kinds of beans, beads, or buttons;
patterning
• Pinning foil, newspaper, or magazine pictures –
child can create own drawing to pin, can use a
toothpick or pushpin under supervision

Fine Motor – Using hands and fingers
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PRACTICAL LIFE

Practical life is an important part of experiential learning. It is part
of every Montessori classroom and can be mirrored at home.
These activities assist students in developing purposeful life skills
for their continued growth and development. This includes
refining fine motor and movement skills and practicing
coordination, planning and problem-solving. 

Practical life activities:

• Foster order and sequence
• Develop concentration
• Foster physical independence
• Foster the development of fine motor control
• Provide opportunities for planning and carrying out tasks

The Practical Life area also provides children with opportunities to
contribute to family life. Inherent in these activities is the
development of key executive functions: decision making,
organization, problem-solving, impulse control, collaboration and
communication. These skills form the foundation of a child’s
academic learning. For example, sequencing a task is a pre-
reading skill.
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Examples of practical life might include:
•    Setting the table
•    Watering plants
•    Tidying and organizing rooms
•    Planning an outing
•    Taking care of pets
•    Preparing a snack/meal
•    Helping with shopping lists/budgeting
•    Repairing a bicycle
•    Planting a small urban garden
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Practical life is engaging for children at all stages of development and tasks are
designed according to their level of coordination and independence. You can
organize a “job chart” or list of family projects as a way to help guide your child’s
interests. Planning and gathering resources to complete the tasks is purposeful
work.



Active Songs

• “Criss-cross Applesauce”
• “Head, Shoulders, Knees and
Toes”
• “One Little Finger”
• “Touch your elbow to your
foot”

• Necklace making
• Fringing fabric
• Gluing – tissue paper, beans, buttons,
items from nature – small stones, twigs,
acorns, flowers, rubbing with chalk or
crayon using watercolor – can be a
group lesson
• Flower arranging lesson
• Zipping a jacket
• Buttoning a sweater
• Polishing a mirror, shoe, etc.
• Sewing a button
• Setting or scrubbing a table

Practical Life

The above activities are examples that meet the child’s need for movement
and refinement of movement, order, activity, manipulation, work, repetition
through perceptual motion, art, and practical life activities. Many may be
presented during group time and some you may want to present individually.
For example, We will have a virtual Tea Party and cooking activities during our
Program.

Preparing a snack

• Peel a tangerine
• Cut string cheese into pieces
• Spread almond butter on a bagel
• Make applesauce
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THE CHILD AND SENSORY LEARNING

Because children learn through their senses, this guide includes examples of
ways teachers and parents can provide sensory activities for distance learners.

Sensory activities can provide a good “break" from the computer.

“The senses, being explorers of our world and open
the way to knowledge”

Maria Montessori

The child can:
• Draw lines with their
favorite colors

• Write the names of their
favorite colors

• Color one color from lightest
to darkest

• Make a color wheel
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THE CHILDREN AND HANDWRITING

One of the greatest learning challenges faced by most children today is that of
handwriting. Because the impact of young children learning online over time has
not yet been assessed, our teachers will provide plenty of opportunities for fine
motor development. These activities are important to support a child’s abilities
in learning to write and read. 

Below are language activities that can be provided for writing development:
Tracing Sheets

Child can trace with 3 colored pencils
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“Our goal is not so much the importing of knowledge as
the unveiling and developing of a spiritual energy”

Maria Montessori

Practice writing own name
• In cornmeal
• On chalkboard
• On paper

Child can trace around circular lids to make concentric circles.

Our teachers follow a very specific reading program beginning with
activities below and continuing on through word studies and grammar.

Practice forming initial sounds
• Use initial sound booklets, objects
• Child makes booklet and may draw or cut and glue pictures
• Older child can make dictionary of new words starting with initial sound

Blending sounds
• First Phonetic Object Box
• First Introduction of Reading
• Verb Boxes 1 and 2; for child needing more practice, make a verb cube
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MATH

• Lessons on Quantity
- Counting with accuracy
- Lots of counting with large seeds such as lima beans, pumpkin seeds; also,
small stones, shells, pasta

• Number rods
- Child can make from printable or colored paper

• Numeral recognition/formation
- Child can glue small pasta (such as pastina) in numeral shape
- Draw with rainbow numerals

• Combination Quantity and Symbol
- Child combine two from above
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• Spindle Box
- Child can count – small objects into cupcake liners (numeral marked)
- Small twigs onto marked paper plates
- Chopsticks onto template or shoe box lid

• Cards and Counters
- Child can count small objects onto printed template
- Child can color a printed template

• Decimal System
- Introduction:
Represented with objects that are sequential in size:
- Small bead
- Large bead
- Or ten small beads strung together 
- Plane to represent 100 square 
- Paper cube
- Child can make from printables

• Short Bead Stair
- Child can make using color coded beads and pipe cleaners
- Sing short bead stair song

• Tens and Teens Board
- Printable template made by teacher

• 100 Board
- Printable template made by teacher
- Child can fill in numerals during free time
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• Number Roll
- Child can work on during free time

• Word Problems
- Teachers and parents can create word problems related to curriculum
- Readers can work on word problems during free time

• Time
- Clock can be made from paper plate, brad for hours and minute hand

• Fractions
- Teacher may send template to be printed on cardstock
- Child can make by tracing a circular object
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GEOMETRY

- Point to solid lesson using Introduction to Decimal System materials
- Classification of Triangles
- Drawing
- Filling in lines
- Combining to create art

- Angles
- Parts of a circle
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“The land is where our roots are. The children must be  
 taught to live in harmony with the Earth”

Maria Montessori

GEOGRAPHY

 Introduce:

• Sandpaper Globe
- Child can make one from printable – 2 dimension, 3 dimension

• Colored Globe
- Name continents
- Songs
- Animals
- Artifacts
- Stories
- Flags
- Child can make 2 dimension, 3 dimension

• Oceans
- Locate
- What is an ocean?
- Name all oceans
- Experiments – salty vs. tap water
- Layers of the ocean
- Sea animals
- Songs, art, stories
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• Land and Water forms
- Child can make – 2 dimensional, 3 dimensional

• Parts of the Earth
- Compare layers of the earth to an apple
- Countries of North America
- Continents
- Washington State

• The study of Geology
- Types of rocks
- rock cycle

• Child may develop model environment:
- Child’s bedroom
- Home
- Nearby park
- Town
- Child can draw, make diorama

• Biome Studies

• Flag Studies
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BOTANY

• Between classes students and parents can take a nature walk to observe 
 and collect:
- Leaves
- Acorns
- Seeds
- Flowers
- Dandelions
- Twigs
- Rocks
- Pinecones
- Trees

• Study of the plant
- Needs
- Parts of the plant
- Function of parts
- Dissection
- Experiments
- Books, songs, drawing, painting
- Planting 

“A child, more than anyone else is a spontaneous    
 observer of nature” 

Maria Montessori
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• Study of the tree
- Trees through the seasons
- Coniferous/deciduous
- Parts of trees
- Function of parts
- Benefits to earth, animals, people
- Books, songs, drawing, painting
- Sing root and trunks + branches + leaves to tune of “London
Bridge”
- Planting

• Study of the leaf
- Shapes 
- Classification
- Parts of the leaf
- Function of parts
- Make booklets
- Press leaves
- Art
- Leaf experiments
- Songs, games
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• Study of the flower
- Roots
- Stems
- Parts of the flower
- Dissection 
- Planting

• Seeds
- What is a seed
- Parts of the seed
- Sprouting seeds
- Make a seed chart
- Plant and care for seeds
- Grow herbs, flowers, vegetable, fruit
- Seed projects and experiments

• Plant Classification

• Make a terrarium
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ZOOLOGY

Teacher may introduce:

• Living/non living
- Using models
- Picture cards

• Plant/animal sorting
- Animal stories
- Vertebrates/invertebrates

• Five classes of vertebrates
- Child can draw and/or write a list of favorite:

- Pets
- Animals that live in Africa
- Stuffed animal at home

- Teacher may develop a study of particular vertebrates
- Arthropods
- Teacher may develop a study related to seasons
- Child can search for – butterfly, bee, ladybug on nature walk

• General activities
- Matching cards – printed or drawn by child
- Lifecycle
- Booklets
- Who am I? Cards
- Animal research
- How to be a scientist

• The Scientific Process
- Animal research 
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HISTORY

• Teacher may introduce concepts of the past through stories
about History
- Child may make personal timeline – family tree, family history

• Study of the:
- Months of the year
- Days of the week
- Calendar

• Interconnectedness of life
- Formation of the:

- Sun
- Planets
- Earth

• Ancient Cultures

• Simple Machines
- Catapult
- Pulley
- Inclined plane
- Lever
- Screw

• Artists, Styles of Art

• Reports developed by student
- Study of History of child’s:

- Town
- School
- Country
- Ancestor's country or origins

• History of:
- Transportation
- Housing
- Baseball
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SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS

Science experiments, along with art, was a favorite activity of
our online students according to a questionnaire responded to
by parents. 

Children are especially excited when they (and their helpers)
are invited to create experiments at home.
In this case, parents will be sent a list of supplies needed so
they can follow along with the teacher.
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STATES OF MATTER

• Liquids evaporate and become gas
- Chalkboard
- Chalk
- Wet sponge
- Paper fan

1. Draw a circle on the chalkboard
2. Using the sponge, moisten inside the circle
3. Observe the process of evaporation
4. Child can do at home

• Sink/Float - Density of solid and buoyancy
- Clear container for water
- Water pitcher
- Sponge
- Objects: cork, rock, twig, driftwood, ball, paperclips

1. Fill container ½ full of water
2. Choose an object, place in water (older students can form
hypotheses as to whether items will sink or float)
3. Observe whether it sinks or floats
4. Discuss, sort on a mat
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CHEMISTRY.

• Balloon Blower upper
- Clear glass bottle
- Vinegar
- Baking soda
- Balloon 
- Funnel
- Spoon

1. Use a funnel to pour one tablespoon of baking soda into
balloon
2. Use funnel to pour one quarter cup of vinegar into bottle
3. Place balloon over neck of bottle opening being careful not to
let baking soda fall into bottle
4. Lift balloon upright, allowing baking soda to fall into vinegar
5. Observe balloon
6. Discuss what happened

• Properties of Air – Air takes up space
- Large clear container
- Glass with a straight side
- Paper towel
- Dry cloth

1. Fill container ½ full with water
2. Hold up glass, ask what is inside
3. Crumple paper towel and place inside glass
4. Hold glass upside down and slowly lower into water until
completely submerged
5. Pull glass straight up
6. Dry edges of glass
7. Observe paper towel; did it get wet? What keeps it dry?
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• Fizzy Potion
- Clear glass
- Water
- Food color
- Baking soda
- Vinegar

1. Pour a small amount of water and a small amount to baking
soda into a glass
2. Add a drop of color
3. Add a drop of vinegar
4. Observe
5. Can keep it going by adding all 3 ingredients again

Variation
- Add to fruit juice – it tastes better. Change colors by adding
vinegar to juice like grape, beet, red cabbage.

• Sparkling Lemonade
- 2 cups of water
- 1/2 lemon juice (citric and ascorbic acid)
- ¼ sugar (sucrose)
- Baking soda
- Sugar cubes
- Toothpicks (optional)

1. Mix together the water, lemon juice and sugar
2. Push toothpicks into sugar cube and roll them in baking soda
3. Pour some lemonade into a glass and drop in a sugar cube
4. Watch the lemonade change color and enjoy!
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• Ice cream in a Ziplock bag.
- ¼ cup of sugar
- ½ cup of milk
- ½ cup of heavy cream
- ¼ teaspoon of vanilla
- 1-quart zipper topped bag

1. Add ¼ cup sugar
    ½ cup of milk
    ½ cup of heavy cream
    ¼ teaspoon of vanilla to the quart bag.
  
2. Put 2 cups of ice into the gallon zipper bag
3. Use a thermometer to record the temperature of the ice in the
gallon bag
4. Add ½ - ¾ cup table or rock salt (Sodium Chloride) to the bag of
ice
5. Place the sealed quart bag inside the gallon bag of ice and salt.
Seal the gallon bag securely
6. Gently rock the gallon bag from side to side. It is best to hold by
the seal or use gloves because the bag will be cold enough to
damage your skin
7. Rock the bag until the contents of the quart bag have solidified
into ice cream
8. Open the gallon bag and use the thermometer to record the
temperature of the ice/salt mixture
9. Remove the quart bag, open it, serve the content, and enjoy!

We can tell a story to the children while we are finishing the
experiment – The surprising History of the Ice Cream by Mary bells .

- 1-gallon zipper topped bag
- 2 cups of ice
- Thermometer
- ½ - ¾ cup table or rock salt (NaCl)
- Measuring spoons and cups
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PHYSICS

• Experiments on potential and kinetic energy, gravity, the story
of Isaac Newton 
- Discuss simple machines
- Child can make simple machines from recycled materials
- Child can find and identify 10 simple machines in their home 
- Child can create a Physics dictionary, draw favorite terms

• Demonstrate the equivalence principle by dropping a ping
pong ball and a golf ball at same time onto a pillow
- Ask questions regarding:

- Physics – gravity test quiz – can be printed.
Lots of fun and discussion from this!

Reference: www.ducksters.com/science/gravity.php
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PARENT GUIDE TO DISTANCE LEARNING

Your role in assisting your child is essential! Listed below are
guidelines for you to follow which will support your children’s
opportunities for success in this distance learning program.

PREPARE YOUR CHILD FOR CLASS

Please show patience with yourself, your child and teacher as
new realms of learning are explored.

Be sure your child has eaten nutritious food and used the
restroom before class.

Prepare your child’s work area. This is your child’s classroom.

Choose a quiet space away from general family activity. 

Set up a table with a chair that is child sized, so your child’s feet
touch the floor.

Have space available, such as shelving or tabletop to keep
child’s supplies organized and readily available. Your child’s
ability to independently access materials is important.

You will receive an e-mail on Thursdays regarding curriculum
and supplies needed for the coming week. Please be sure to
print required learning materials and have required supplies
available.
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Here is how you can support your child during class:
• Assist your child in joining class on time. No need to call out
when you arrive. The teacher will know when she/he joins in.
• After your child is settled in for class, your role diminishes,
and your child’s role takes precedence. Please do not answer
for your child; his response/nonresponse/rate of response
allows the teacher to better understand how to work with your
child.
• Find a comfortable chair behind the computer to observe.
• Please follow Grace and Courtesy guideline normally followed
at school adapted to our online class.

For example, should your child require a snack, please mute
your microphone, have him/her wash hands, go to a table and
eat, clean up snack, wash hands, and return to class.
You do not need to inform the teacher when you are leaving to
have snack, use the restroom, etc.

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO:
• Set up your own art activity, science project, writing journal.
• Join in singing, movement and building projects.
• Participate in our video library of activities including yoga,
story reading, art, or create your own videos to share.
• Go on inside and outside “treasure hunts” with your child as
desired.
• Be ready to listen when your child is ready to talk about class.
• Assist with cooking projects when necessary.
• Relax and enjoy these special times with your child.
• While your assistance is greatly appreciated when appropriate,
please allow your child to work as independently as possible.
 
Allowing your child to be independent and problem solve on
their own fosters a love of learning and helps to develop their
self-confidence.
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You may see the teacher work with your child on something
done previously. Be assured that they keep detailed records
and may review material to check for retention prior to
introducing the next level.

PLEASE DO NOT:
• Assist your child with academic work done during class, such
as math, writing, reading. This is the teacher's job!
• Work on household chores, make coffee, talk on the phone,
create unnecessary background noise in your child’s learning
environment.
• Feed your child while on the computer.

To get the teacher's attention during class to receive
support, you may:
- Click on raise hand button.
- Raise your hand.
- Send a message.
The teacher will respond by  waving

GRACE AND COURTESY GUIDELINES FOR CHILDREN

We: 
-  Join quietly at the appointed time.
- Have cameras on, mic off until otherwise directed by the
teacher.
- Follow classroom guidelines when we need help/take a break
- Use kind words and voices.
- Be patient in waiting our turn.
- Care for our environment by putting materials away, dusting
as needed and keeping our workspace neat.
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Chestnut Montessori @ Home
Frequent Asked Questions

What are enrollment requirements?
This class is open to all students ages 4-10.  A minimum of 7 students
enrolled is required for this class. There will be a maximum of 12
students.  It is planned for the academic year 2020-21.  Parents are
required to make a contractual commitment for at least the months of
September, October, November, and December, and will be
required to pay two tuition deposits.  All applications must be received by
Monday August 17th.

For families who would like to have their children join Chestnut
Montessori School on campus beginning in January, they will have priority
if space is available and one month’s notice is provided in writing.

How and when must I make the decision to enroll my child
for distance learning?
To confirm your enrollment in this program, please fill  out the Chestnut
Montessori at Home Application for Enrollment and
the CMS at Home Enrollment Contract and submit it to us no later than
Monday August 17th.
 
What platform will be used for distance learning?
After experimenting with different platforms
during distance learning for the 2019-2020 academic school year, we are
now working directly with Microsoft Teams to implement a program that
meets our specific

Will there be a trial period where my child can join without
committing to September-December?
There is not a trial period for this program. To best meet the needs of
Chestnut students, teachers and students will need time to form a bond. 
This program would not be possible without a commitment for at least
September-December.
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If I enroll in traditional on-site learning, may I switch to the
CMS at home program?
Yes, you may opt into this program provided
there are still  spaces available.  Please keep in mind that this program
will have a maximum of 12 students.  We ask that you provide 1 month’s
written notice of your intentions to switch programs so teachers can
prepare an individualized workplan specifically for your child. 

 

Will this course be affected if all students must switch to
distance learning?
No, we have a teacher specifically dedicated
to this course.  Should there be a time when all students must switch to
distance learning by order from the governor, students that attend onsite
learning will receive instruction virtually from their onsite teachers.

 How will children be engaged without Montessori materials?
While nothing can take the place of the Montessori environment, we will
have the benefit of the philosophy and the creativity of the teacher and
children to replicate the essence of Montessori materials.  Many materials
will be replicated with items from nature or created by the child.  For
instance, the Short Bead Stair can be made by the child from beads or
drawn on paper.  It can be used for many math lessons. 

What does an online schedule look like?
This class is designed to meet all the needs of children through the
Montessori curriculum.  Students will have pre scheduled times each day
when they will work with the teacher.  Please keep in mind that this is not
the time for their most meaningful work, your child learns most through
repetition and hands on practice, not just through teacher instruction. 
You will have the opportunity to sign up for a specific time for your child
to meet with their teacher each day when enrollments are confirmed (after
August 20th).  Please see our sample schedule for more information.
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Does my child have to attend for their entire scheduled program each
day?
No.  You may choose to attend for certain group activities, your child’s scheduled time
with their teacher, cosmic lessons, science/art, etc.  Please feel free to come and go as
desired.  Just as they would in a traditional classroom, let your child move throughout
their environment as needed.  Sometimes they may not feel like sitting in front of the
computer or tablet, and it is perfectly acceptable for them to get up and stretch, have a
snack, get some water, go to the bathroom, etc.  We ask that you use grace and
courtesy by not interrupting the virtual classroom when arriving or departing.  Your
child’s teacher will be aware of when they come and go without you having to
announce it to the group.    
 
How will prescheduled times for each student be determined?
After your child’s enrollment is confirmed and all paperwork is submitted, we will send
you a sign-up link to choose your child’s time.  This will be their scheduled time with
their teacher from September through December. 

 
 What happens if I miss my child’s scheduled time with the teacher? 
Will there be a makeup time?
In the interest of consistency and fairness, we ask that you stick to your child’s
scheduled time with the teacher. There will not be a makeup time or extra time given to
students that are absent, tardy, etc.

 
What support is available to me if I have difficulty getting my child to
participate in distance learning?
Wednesday afternoons are reserved specifically for you to make appointments to meet
with your child’s teacher.  If your child is having difficulty during their scheduled time
in class, you will have access to a library of videos featuring Chestnut Montessori staff
giving lessons, reading stories, singing, sharing movement activities, and leading art
projects to view at any time.  You may also call or email at any time to schedule a meeting
with the director or assistant director.
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How will students be kept engaged in distance learning and bond
with their teacher virtually?
Our teachers are highly capable in understanding children and will use a variety of
approaches to engage them in participating and learning.  They will use some of the
same strategies that are used in a traditional Montessori classroom to bond with
students. Such strategies include, introducing new materials, bonding through their
individual interests, playing special games, singing interactive songs and more.

Your role will be to support your child and communicate any
concerns during appointments with the teacher on Wednesday afternoons.

 What is the parent’s role in distance learning?
Parents do have an important role in the success of their children’s distance education. 
The time commitment is dependent on the age and independence of your child.

The first task is to set up an environment which will allow your child to be successful, in
a quiet place away from household distractions.  Enrolled families will receive a guide
detailing the ideal set-up for your child and what supplies will be needed.

The school will provide most material needed for cultural studies. These are the same
for students of all ages.  We will relate the materials to studies.

Parents will need to print materials that are individualized to their child’s progress, such
as in reading and math.  We will strive to give as much notice as possible.  Please have
your child prepared for class.

 What supplies should I have for my child to be prepared for class?
You will need to have access to a printer for certain materials.  Please also have the
following readily available: pencils, erasers, colored pencils, crayons, plain paper, lined
paper, construction paper, tempera paint, watercolor paint, scissors, tape, glue, glue
stick.
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Do I need to purchase any Montessori materials for my child to use at
home?
No, this course is designed so you do not need to purchase any Montessori materials. 
Montessori materials can be awfully expensive, and some are very fragile.  They can be
easily damaged if not treated with the proper care.  Some families may choose to
purchase materials, but you are not required to.  Many materials in this course
will be replicated with items from nature or created by the child.  For instance, the
Short Bead Stair can be made by the child from beads or drawn o paper.
 
What is a workplan?
In the Garden Room, Chestnut Montessori Elementary students have what we call
“workplans”.  Workplans provide each child with specific activities to work on
independently.  Each week your child will have a new work plan.   
 
How will the needs of Early Childhood and Elementary students be
met?
All student needs will be met as the teacher gets to know each of their personalities
and capabilities.  We will review records and/or assessments made prior to the
beginning of the academic school year.  To support their needs, you will have the
opportunity to schedule a virtual meeting with your child’s teacher on Wednesday
afternoons to discuss any concerns or challenges your child may have at that time.
 
How will it work to mix Early Childhood students with Elementary
students?
Traditional Montessori classrooms include students of mixed ages.  Since Montessori
lessons are catered to meet the capabilities of each student individually, rather than a
“one size fits all” approach, they benefit from the diversity of having classmates of
differing ages.  Students receive lessons based on their readiness and not just
their age.  This way students who may be working ahead for their age will
not be held back, nor will children who are still practicing certain concepts
be forced to learn things they are not ready for.
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